Hondata boost solenoid wiring
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Related Articles. Install the solenoid you purchased according to these diagrams. Hondata S
Software Setup. Solenoid activation must be slightly below what your Wastegate spring is rated
for. Start with a small Fixed Duty Cycle and gradually increase it to increase boost while noting
what boost pressures are achieved at various Duty Cycle Percentages. Set your Pressure vs.
Duty Cycle according to these boost pressures you saw as you increased duty cycle. From
there you can set Boost By Gear. For the Air temperature compensation table, as IATs increase
or decrease, the solenoid will react differentlyâ€¦you can account for this with these settings.
Various solenoids will react differently in this table as some are more stable than others. Setup
your solenoid configuration like this. While almost any solenoid can be used for boost control,
it is recommended to use a 3 way solenoid designed for boost control. Solenoids can either be
normally open or normally closed. A normally open solenoid has the advantage of not running
until boost needs to be increased, but has the disadvantage of not controlling boost at all if the
solenoid or hoses fail. An ECU boost cut is recommended to prevent damage if this occurs. A
normally closed solenoid will run more often but will limit boost to the spring pressure if a
component fails. It is recommended to use an external wastegate with two ports on both sides
of the diaphragm. This is by far the most common type of wastegate. For other configurations
typically the boost control solenoid operates as a bleed valve, venting pressurized air from the
wastegate to the atmosphere. Each pressure source has advantages and disadvantages - try
using a pressure source from the intake manifold first, and then experiment with other sources
if the boost is not stable. The solenoid has two wires, with no polarity it does not mater which
wire is used for each connection :. Rubber mount the solenoid if this is intrusive, but the
solenoid should not be active when not in boost. Tubes which are around inches long will work
fine. It is recommended to confirm that the solenoid draws less than 1A at 14V. Boost Control
Installation. This covers the selection, connection and wiring of the boost control solenoid. It is
normal for the solenoid to make a ticking or buzzing sound when active. Air pressure which is
taken from a line running from the intake manifold to the turbo charger outlet. Connect the
pressure source to the 'bottom' of the wastegate were the pressure will act to open the
wastegate. Try to place the solenoid close to the wastegate and keep the tubing reasonable
short but do not place the solenoid where it will get hot. High current solenoids could damage
the ECU. While almost any solenoid can be used for boost control, it is recommended to use a 3
way solenoid designed for boost control. Solenoids can either be normally open or normally
closed. A normally open solenoid has the advantage of not running until boost needs to be
increased, but has the disadvantage of not controlling boost at all if the solenoid or hoses fail.
An ECU boost cut is recommended to prevent damage if this occurs. It is recommended to use
an external wastegate with two ports on both sides of the diaphragm. This is by far the most
common type of wastegate. For other configurations typically the boost control solenoid
operates as a bleed valve, venting pressurized air from the wastegate to the atmosphere. Each
pressure source has advantages and disadvantages - try using a pressure source from the
intake manifold first, and then experiment with other sources if the boost is not stable. The
solenoid has two wires, with no polarity it does not mater which wire is used for each
connection :. Rubber mount the solenoid if this is intrusive, but the solenoid should not be
active when not in boost. Tubes which are around inches long will work fine. It is recommended
to confirm that the solenoid draws the same or less current as the GM solenoid listed above
around 3A. Boost Control Solenoid Installation. This covers the selection, connection and
wiring of the boost control solenoid. It is normal for the solenoid to make a ticking or buzzing
sound when active. Air pressure which is taken from a line running from the intake manifold to
the turbo charger outlet. Connect the pressure source to the 'bottom' of the wastegate were the
pressure will act to open the wastegate. Try to place the solenoid close to the wastegate and
keep the tubing reasonable short but do not place the solenoid where it will get hot. High
current solenoids could damage the ECU. Boost Control. With turbo charged engines a pulse
width modulated PWM output from the ECU can be used to drive a solenoid to control boost via
the wastegate. The advantages of using a boost controller over a fixed spring or bleed system
are a more consistent boost pressure, and the ability to run different boost pressures under
different conditions by gear for example, or with different octane fuel. There are multiple
configurations of how a boost controller can act on a wastegate to control boost, but basically
they reduce the pressure differential on the wastegate diaphragm to hold the wastegate closed.
The wastegate diaphragm normally has boost pressure acting to open the wastegate valve
against a spring, and most external wastegates also have a chamber on the other side of the
diaphragm which acts to hold the wastegate valve shut. The boost controller will not be able to

reduce boost, but can only raise boost above the minimum level. The exhaust back pressure
increases with engine speed, so it is common to see a drop in boost at high rpm. Boost creep is
caused by using a wastegate valve which is too small, or more commonly placing the wastegate
off center in the exhaust manifold so that it does not effectively reduce exhaust back pressure
from all cylinders. Changing the position of the wastegate pressure source often eliminates this
problem. Install the boost control solenoid. Boost Control Installation shows some information
about installing and wiring the boost control solenoid. Dyno or otherwise tune the vehicle to set
the desired level of boost. Boost Control Example Graphs contain dyno graphs showing the
effect on boost and engine output from varying solenoid duty cycles. With most solenoid
configurations this will result in maximum boost. For this reason do not disable the boost
control output nor disconnect the solenoid without changing the wastegate so that pressurized
air is not connector is not supplied to the top of the diaphragm. The minimum boost is
determined by the wastegate spring. The maximum boost is limited by the exhaust back
pressure opening the valve against the wastegate spring, even with no pressure differential on
the wastegate diaphragm. Boost creep is when the boost rises at high rpm despite the
wastegate being fully open. A drop in boost at high rpm occurs without a boost controller
because the progressively increasing exhaust back pressure open the wastegate earlier as the
rpm rises. With the boost control disabled, the solenoid will not be energized. The ECU
produces a square wave at a fixed frequency and variable duty cycle. Applied to a solenoid, the
impedance of the solenoid results in a linear motion of the solenoid valve orifice. The wastegate
is normally connected so that manifold pressure acts on a diaphragm, so opening an exhaust
bleed valve the wastegate at a certain manifold pressure. With a boost controller, additional air
pressure is used on the other side 'the top' of the diaphragm, so that more manifold pressure is
needed to open the wastegate - so the engine makes more boost. By varying the amount of air
pressure on the 'top' side of the diaphragm with the solenoid, the ECU can control boost.
Because the solenoid can only add air pressure to hold the wastegate shut, the minimum boost
is determined by the wastegate spring pressure. Therefore you need to run a spring which gives
the minimum boost you want. The maximum boost is determined by many factors, but generally
will be times that of the minimum pressure. Test by datalogging. The duty cycle is recorded and
can be compared to the target tables. Any problems usually arise from the way the solenoid and
wastegate are connected - check these first. Do I need my existing manual or electronic boost
controller? No, the s boost control output replaces both types of boost controller. All you need
is the ECU modified and a boost control solenoid. How do I add the components to the ECU?
Either Hondata or your dealer can add the components to the ECU. The ECU components can
be installed by the dealers. Is this different from a quad stage boost controller? Yes, a quad
stage boost controller is actually four manual boost controllers. The duty cycle controlled
output is superior because it offers more settings two sets of five boost settings and is
compensated for air temperature to give a more consistent boost level. Not to mention it is
simpler, smaller, lighter and cheaper. Why set boost by gear, not speed? Assuming your aim is
to maximize acceleration, then you need to utilize as much of the tractive capacity of the front
tires as possible. The tractive capacity of the front tires is almost constant - it actually
decreases a little with speed as the tire footprint shrinks and with front end aerodynamic lift. In
order to provide a constant torque at the wheels to keep the tire at the peak tractive effort, two
things are obvious: 1. The engine should have as flat a torque curve as possible in the rev range
and 2. The engine should make more torque in each gear to offset the change in torque
multiplication from the engine to the tires when you shift gears. You cannot do this by speed or
rpm since this makes the torque output dependent on your shift point. By setting the boost level
in each gear you are in effect altering the engine torque level to obtain the same wheel torque
level, adjusted for inertial effects. If this all makes no sense to you then drive a high powered
vehicle with boost by gear and you will understand. What solenoid do I use? The solenoid and
wiring connector are the commonly available GM part numbers and Can I use other solenoids?
How do I wire up the solenoid? See the help topic in the SManager help file, or reference the
diagram below. How do I connect the solenoid to the wastegate? See the help topic in the
SManager help file, or reference the diagram above. How much boost can I make on a given
spring? It depends on exhaust back pressure, but generally times the spring value is possible.
The boost drops off at high rpm. Check where you have connected the pressure line for the
wastegate. It is best to use the manifold. The boost spikes. Your wastegate position may be
off-center or undersized. This does not include the cost of the solenoid. Dealers can purchase
the necessary components to enable Boost Control. Dealers sho
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uld contact Hondata to order these components. How does boost control work? Tuning Most
important: first set a boost limiter which is the maximum you wish to run, making sure you do
not set a limit that exceeds the limits of your map sensor. Record the boost without the boost
control solenoid in place. If you ever want to run less boost than the recorded value, replace the
spring and repeat. Record the boost level. Typically there should not be more than a 1 lb
increase from the baseline. Record the duty cycle and corresponding boost level. If the boost
spikes or falls off, check the solenoid plumbing. Enter the duty cycle and boost values into the
parameters 'Pressure vs Duty Cycle' table. This tells the ECU what duty cycle it needs to obtain
a certain manifold pressure. In the 'Boost by Gear' table enter your target boost for each gear.
Check your gear ratios are correct. For more information see the SManager help file. FAQ Do I
need my existing manual or electronic boost controller?

